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Quantum storage, transmission, and
processing is the future of information
technology. The promise of quantum
hardware stems from the inherent
complexity of an entangled quantum
system—the size of the wave-function
scales exponentially with the number of
particles, whether represented in real
space or in a parameter space. In contrast,
a classical N-body system can be completely represented by only 6N variables
(positions and momenta of all particles).
This complexity of quantum systems
creates a yet-unsolved challenge of modeling
quantum systems by means of classical
computing—the curse of dimensionality.
Indeed, although we can easily write the
Schrödinger equation for any system of
interacting nuclei and electrons, we can
only solve it exactly on classical computers for very small systems. Quantum
technologies aspire to turn this curse into
a blessing. The exponential complexity of
the wave-function suggests that it may, in
principle, represent an exponentially
hard problem. Hence, using quantum
hardware to store and manipulate information could be used to solve problems that
are not solvable on classic computers.
The idea of quantum computing was
first introduced by Richard Feynman in
1981. Since then, some basic theory of
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quantum algorithms has been established
and the feasibility of using quantum
systems to solve certain problems has
been illustrated by examples. The experimental realizations of quantum computers
provided proof-of-principle demonstration
of the concept while highlighting the
challenges in developing the basic idea
into a practically useful technology.
Quantum information science (QIS) is
a rapidly developing field, and we may
now be on the cusp of being able to
illustrate quantum supremacy, at least
for certain algorithms. Yet, for quantum
computing to become a reality we need to
find a practical physical platform for
realizing quantum hardware and to develop
a stack of quantum software and algorithms.
The essential building block of a
quantum computer is the qubit, a
quantum two-level system. Fig. 1 illustrates
the conceptual diﬀerence between classical
and quantum computations. By exploiting
coherence, a collection of qubits can
encode algorithms in an entirely diﬀerent
way than their classical deterministic
two-state analogues (bits). To use a qubit
for information storage, we need to
be able to ‘‘write’’ the information by
creating a coherent superposition of the
two states of the qubit and to ‘‘read’’ the
information back. To realize computations, one must be able to couple
the qubits into circuits. Hence, the key
challenge in quantum hardware is to
realize qubits and to connect them into

networks with enough fidelity and depth
to solve important problems. At present,
it is not clear what platform will succeed
at this. Currently, the most developed
platforms are based on superconducting
technology and trapped ions; Rydberg
atoms are also becoming available to
the practitioners of quantum computing.
Molecules are still relatively unexplored
as qubits, apart from the initial molecular
NMR qubits that energized the field. The
potential advantages of molecules as
quantum vectors of information are the
abundance of internal quantum states
and long-lived dipole coupling, which
oﬀer numerous manipulation protocols
and diverse functions in one coherent
system. Assembled molecular systems
have also been identified as useful testbeds for quantum and hybrid quantum/
classical algorithms. Thus, there is an
intimate connection between molecular
physical chemistry and QIS. The key goals
for successful quantum computing platforms are the ability to prepare, control,
manipulate, and interrogate specific
quantum states of interacting qubits;
control their interactions; and thus
program an array of qubits. The current
status of this field is reminiscent of the
dawn of the first quantum revolution
(which brought us GPS, MRI, and other
amazing technologies): fundamental
physics tells us that there are grounds for
a powerful and transformative technology
and informs us of what needs to be done to
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Fig. 1 Classical computers (left) perform calculations using bits, which are 1’s or 0’s that change
according to fixed rules as a program runs. Quantum computers (right) use qubits, which can take on
values in between 0 and 1 (shown by arrows pointing partially up or down) and additional phases
(shown by shading of arrows in red or blue). In a quantum computing program, calculations with
qubits can take multiple paths (pairs of arrows split to top or bottom), and when diﬀerent paths join
back together they may cancel each other out (shown by the ‘‘explosion’’). Although the qubits take
all combinations of 0 and 1 along the computation, when one reads the result it is always 0 or 1, as
indicated by the vertical black arrows at the end of the process. Due to the probabilistic nature of
quantum algorithms, the answer they provide always has an uncertainty associated with it. A welldesigned quantum computing program causes the paths leading to wrong answers to cancel each
other out, enabling a much faster calculation (i.e., quantum supremacy) for certain problems (such as
prime number factorization as shown in the figure).

realize it. But the actual work and, consequently, the success of the entire endeavor
is in the hands of scientists who must find
the right platform for qubits and the right
physical tools to control them.
To make use of emerging molecular
quantum hardware, we need to develop
quantum algorithms and quantum software. What exactly can we do with such a
quantum computer and how do we
take advantage of its quantum nature?
Fundamentally, it is still unclear how the
inherent complexity of the entangled
quantum system can be used to represent
an exponentially hard problem. Quantum
mechanics continues to present us with
paradoxes. For example, despite the
phases and coherences, there is no more
extractable information in a qubit than in
a classical bit (Holevo theorem).
One idea was put forward by Feynman—
that quantum computers can provide the
means for modeling other quantum
systems, e.g., by replacing traditional
quantum chemistry approaches developed
for classical computers with an entirely
new way to represent and solve the
Schrödinger equation. Despite the allure
of this idea, we are far from having a
clear roadmap towards practical quantum

chemistry implemented on quantum
computers. What is the best way to
approach this problem—should it be an
exact mapping between the quantum system
and the quantum hardware (quantum
simulator), or should we use qubits to
implement quantum gates and use them
to implement general algorithms for
solving the Schrödinger equation (universal
quantum computing)? The power of both
simulators and universal algorithms is limited by the number of coupled qubits, in
addition to other critical factors such as gate
fidelity and the required precision of the
observable being measured. Hence, the problem of the resource scaling with respect
to the system size remains a challenge.
This suggests that brute-force quantum
chemistry on quantum computers is
unlikely to become a practical tool, that
some coarse-graining of the full quantum
problem will need to be invoked, and that
classical computing will be required to
support certain parts of the computation
(hybrid quantum–classical computing).
Hence, successful quantum algorithms
for quantum chemistry will have to rely on
the same complexity-reducing techniques
that make classical quantum chemistry
so effective (active spaces, downfolding
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electron correlation, etc.). What other
problems can be solved by quantum
computers? How general will quantum
computing become? These hard questions
stimulate active interdisciplinary research
into the theory of quantum computing.
This themed collection highlights
physical chemistry/chemical physics aspects
of quantum computing and quantum information storage. The collection comprises
more than 20 contributions, representing a
snapshot of the field of QIS. It highlights
current fundamental research on atomic,
molecular, and optical aspects of emerging
quantum information technology as well as
the application of quantum computing to
molecular problems.
In the search for better qubits, several
papers investigate diﬀerent ways to prepare,
couple, and control molecular qubits. Diatomic molecules and cations clearly represent a majority (DOI: 10.1039/D0CP04608F,
DOI: 10.1039/D0CP02921A, DOI: 10.1039/
D0CP03419C, DOI: 10.1039/D0CP03906C,
DOI: 10.1039/D0CP04036C, DOI: 10.1039/
D0CP04042H, DOI: 10.1039/D0CP04574H,
DOI: 10.1039/D0CP05542E, DOI: 10.1039/
D0CP04651E), but larger systems, such as
single-molecule magnets (DOI: 10.1039/
D0CP05422D, DOI: 10.1039/D0CP04056H,
DOI: 10.1039/D0CP04455E), defects in
diamonds (DOI: 10.1039/D0CP04585C),
or surface-bound moieties (DOI: 10.1039/
D0CP04525J), are also being explored.
These contributions highlight the important role of theory, in particular, quantum
chemistry, in the process of the design of
qubits.
The collection also contains contributions focusing on topics in quantum
software and algorithms (DOI: 10.1039/
D0CP01707H, DOI: 10.1039/D0CP04106H,
DOI: 10.1039/D0CP05444E), such as challenges in variational quantum eigensolvers
(DOI: 10.1039/D0CP01707H), techniques of
standard quantum chemistry to reduce the
footprint of quantum algorithms (DOI: 10.
1039/D0CP04106H), and fundamental
aspects of quantum computing, such
as Bell inequalities (DOI: 10.1039/
D0CP05444E) and entanglement (DOI:
10.1039/D0CP03945D). Several papers adapt
and apply existing quantum computing
hardware and algorithms to interesting
physical problems. Examples include
modeling molecular vibrations by a
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Fig. 2 Curiosity-driven fundamental research in physical chemistry and chemical physics has
provided a foundation for many transformative technologies (GPS, NMR, etc.) and promises to deliver
more. The ability to prepare and control entangled molecular states is the foundation of practical
implementation of quantum computing; it may also lead to other, yet unanticipated breakthroughs.

quantum simulator (DOI: 10.1039/
D0CP03593A), modeling the electronic
structure of graphene by quantum
annealing (DOI: 10.1039/D0CP04037A),
modeling silicon band structure with
variational quantum eigensolvers (DOI:
10.1039/D0CP04008H), and adaptation
of quantum annealing algorithms to the
non-Hermitian scattering problem (DOI:
10.1039/D0CP04272B).
We conclude by noting that the impressive progress towards this tantalizing new
technology that we are witnessing today
has only become possible due to years of
fundamental experimental and theoretical
research in physical chemistry and chemical
physics. The key experimental and theoretical techniques that turned out to be instrumental for QIS had been developed with no
connection to QIS in mind—they were products of research carried out in previous
decades by scientists in the atomic, molecular, and optical physics community, driven by curiosity and intellectual merit rather
than by short-term practical goals. The field
of QIS teaches us, once again, an important
lesson: great technological breakthroughs
require sustained long-term investment in
fundamental research, with no strings
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attached. Today, QIS is enjoying the status
of funding priority. The influx of funding
into QIS has energized the field and will,
undoubtedly, speed our progress towards
this new technology; however, these shortterm practical goals, however enticing on
the surface they appear to be, should not
blind our long-term vision or distract us
from fundamental, curiosity-driven research
in the molecular sciences. It is this ‘‘pure
science’’ that drives the truly transformative
steps that will change the future (Fig. 2).
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